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RUN No 2221 131 Cambridge St West Launceston Hare: Electric Eric

LH3 Hash Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2221 – Electric Eric’s Pole Dancing Run
True to his name and his trade Electric Eric decided
a pole to pole run was a good idea. Some weeks
ago Scary achieved moderate success with a similar
novelty using illegally posted instructions on Aurora’s private assets. Unlike Scary’s effort Electric had
a plethora of pre-run instructions to ensure there
would be no confusion and guarantee a smooth run
for all. Eric had overlooked one important fact – he
was dealing with Hashers. Maybe on any other
night hashers are intelligent, clever, bright, smart,
perceptive, and intuitive (excluding One Hump) but
all that goes out the window on Tuesday nights
when the total sum of the IQ would find the Collingwood cheer squad a challenge and this assumed
intelligence diminishes as the night progresses. So
says Eric; “
Street name and “L” and the pole number means
the pole is in that street and its a metal pole and
further instruction may or may not be written on
the pole or on some tape but if its wooded the
letter will be “P” will replace the “L” but the in-

structions may be written on the metal bit
of the wooden pole. There is no wood as in
“P” on any of the metal “L” poles so therefore the instructions will be inclusive and
written on the metal unless the number
does correspond to an adjacent wooden
pole “P” with a metal reinstatement then
the instructions may be written in indelible
marker on the lower metal of the wooden
pole “P” reinstatement. “L” poles cannot be
reinstated so no instructions will be written
on the lower region of the pole as if it was a
“P” pole that had been reinstated. “P”
poles that have not been reinstated may
have instructions written on the metal identifier of the wooden part but generally these
will be written on the wood or in some cases
grey duct tape near the pole number. “L”
signifies it is a light pole and “P” that it is a
power pole however “P” poles can have
lights as well but “L” poles are exclusively for
lights unless these are in an underground
fed subdivision where they may also be used
for power but are not considered to be significant enough to be classed as a “P” pole
and so will remain an “L”. Some “L” poles

also have duct tape with indelible ink instructions but
generally the instructions will be on the metal near the
number. – First instructions are on pole 54 in Cambridge
Street I can’t remember if it’s an “L” or a “P” pole but it
has a light on it. Everyone got that?
Off the pack trots to the first pole; it was wooden, had
number corresponding to Eric’s direction and had a light
on it so by definition this was a “P” pole – regardless it
had further instructions to the next destination which required a U-turn back past Eric’s. Sure enough in Vaux
Street on the pole as per previous instruction were the
new coordinates to the next pole. All was working well
until the first “P” reinstatement pole where the indelible
ink wording on the lower metal reinstatement of the
wooden pole was overlooked......... some one had not listened to Eric’s instruction!!!! This overcome, the next
problem arose in Pamela Court. Does anyone know
where Justin Court is? Eric had not factored that Hashers
do not have an inbuilt street atlas and if Bendover
doesn’t know where Justin Court is then what hope do
the rest have of knowing? As current or ex or caretaker
Prime Minister Malcolm says “Innovation will make the

nation” so Thumbs gets out the smart phone and
plugs in Justin Court. Is that it? - Palm Desert,
California, USA. Yep it’s just down off Peel Street
near the Pharmacy. We’ve got the hang of this
now??? When Eric set the run he had some idea
of where he was going, unfortunately the general
populous did not, nor knew not which way the
pole numbering went so the legacy of this was
extra mileage i.e. opting for the long way around
to Harris Street from Springvale when a short cut
through the park was suffice. This is ESSENDON
Street; as Thumbs reminisced his perpetual loop
from the previous week; the offending markings
still on the ground, replaced this week by two instructional poles in the same vicinity. Another
few pole jumps from here was the On Home but
by now the pack had thinned to but a few with
some choosing the nameless track over the On
Home still visible from last week. Eric said 6 km if
you knew where to go, so who knows what 1 ¾
hrs equated to???
Well done Eric the innovation and originality of
the run can be rated up there with Mediscare.

ON ON:
The Keg has been well and truly been
cracked before Bugsy an the G.M
Thums return from the run they were
the only two who found the ON HOME
sign thanks to Mr Google.
Electric Eric had set up the usual wood
burning fire pot and for the non smokers a spiffy LPG heater; unfortunately
with high winds about everyone shared
the smoke equally. Blakey read out a
joke his great grandfather told in the
trenches during WW1. Tiles told half a
ditty and will look up the rest of it for
next week. And in Scary’s absence
while he is in Nizhnenovokutlumbetyevo it was decided the 22222222 will be
at his shack, Lulworth 23 July.

ON Downs:
Hare Electric Eric downed for tonight’s effort
Pash has videos available of his rectal examination inc. colonoscopy
Inlet shouldn’t open the trap before the
brains in gear – who is the horn?

Raffle:
Goblet’s most excellent raffle was drawn;Boong won some sweeties - may have been handy on the night.
Bugsy – Wine
Deli – Guinness pack
Shrek – 6 pack

The 2016 Committee The Committee that charges you more and gives you less
GM: Thumbs JM: Tyles, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Goblet, Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Rickshaw, Lip: Blakey Scribe: Sheila, Web
Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 12 th July 6 Munford St. KingsMeadpws[ The Hash Temple] Hare: Hash Pash
Saturday 23rd July 2222 run celebration run 2Brewer place Lulworth 1 P.M start
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Fingers before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Rowland
Cres

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 14th July 4 Bayview Drive Blackstone Heights Hare: Mr Sheen.
Joke of the Week:

All was going ok with Four Springs
until I said my mate knows Mick
Malthouse and we do not have
insurance

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH

The Lulworth boys
have saved the day
we will go to Scary’s
shack

